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CEDERBERG CIRCUIT
A TRAVEL THE GRAVEL TOUREver since his conversion to dirt on 

a borrowed MTB as a result of our 
“Petal Power” Namaqualand trip, 

John Taylor has been gung-ho for another 
travel-the-gravel tour. On that trip we had 
motored north from Cape Town mainly 
on the N7, bypassing the Cederberg to 
explore the gravel road riding potential of 
the region and see the flowers between 
Van Rhynsdorp and Springbok. We had with 
us Peter Slingsby’s map of the Cederberg, 
and John was fascinated by the many gravel 
roads and isolated places indicated to 
the west of the Olifants River Mountains. 
One of the sand roads shown on the map 
cut through the narrow valley between 
the Skurweberge and the Swartruggens 
mountains and the other traversed the 
valley on the other side of the Middelberg/
Kouebokkeveldberge, and John’s eyes lit 
up when he saw how many passes there 
were. John really loves climbing, and once 
rode up Mont Ventoux five times in one 
day. This earned him a certificate and official 
membership of some kind of club, of which 
he is not the maddest member – the record 
for Ventoux ascents in a single day stands 
at nine!

Converting tar legs to dirt 
thinking
Not having a 4X4 on that occasion we 
only managed to explore the roads with 
good gravel such as Route 363; the scenic 
gravel road to the west of the Clanwilliam 
dam running along the Olifants River to 
Citrusdal.

John was so eager to venture out on 
sand again, that he bought a new mountain 
bike (a Merida hardtail) soon after our 
return from this trip. I encouraged him to 
use Peter Slingsby’s map to plot a route 
through some of the exciting terrain we 
had missed on that occasion. Like all those 
newly converted from tar to gravel, he 
proved to be highly enthusiastic but, being 
inexperienced about conditions, inclined 
to overestimate the distances that can 
comfortably be covered on dirt roads! 

Food, glorious food
This route needed very careful planning, as 
we wanted to be self-sufficient. Although 
we would be using panniers and did not 
want a following vehicle carrying our 
luggage, we also did not want to carry 
food, as it is a burden. We discovered that 
most of the farms, campsites and B&Bs on 
the map that offered accommodation at 
reasonably spaced riding distances were 
self-catering, and knowing that there is 
nothing in between but mountains, I had 
to modify John’s route according to a 
number of criteria. First was to find those 
places willing to provide dinner, breakfast 
and padkos for the road the next day. 
This took a lot of phoning, but we had 

considerable help from the info offices at 
Ceres, Clanwilliam and Citrusdal. I also 
had many brochures and leaflets collected 
at events such as the Argus Expo where a 
number of regional travel info offices had 
booths dispensing useful information. For 
me reading travel brochures is like reading 
recipes, they serve to work up an appetite. 
Once you have some guidelines, surfing on 
the internet is quicker and more efficient.

Dictating from behind
John’s idea of possible distances was 
understandably based on his assessment of 
his own capabilities, stretched a little further 
by his tendency to think in kilometres of tar. 
When planning for a group, distances must 
be determined by the weakest link. In this 
case that was me. Whereas I ride 60-70km 
comfortably at 22-24km/h (and the latter 
only really with the wind behind me), both 
John and Eddie, the third participant in this 
expedition, are better than I in different 
ways. “Audax” Eddie can go further and John 

faster than either of us. As a general rule 
(wind, weather and terrain permitting) you 
travel at half your comfortable tar speed on 
dirt. Thus using 11km/h as a basis, 60km 
would take us about 6 hours to cover, not 
including stops. Obviously the trick is to 
get away early so you can avoid the heat 
of the day, but now we needed to give our 
hosts some time to prepare breakfast, and 
a 7a.m. start seemed more reasonable than 
the customary 5a.m. touring start. The daily 
distance was kept down for a number of 
reasons.
(1)   Mountains and passes. After all, this is 

the Cederberg we are talking about.
(2)   Expected road surfaces. Nuwerust to 

Wupperthal is designated 4X4 only.
(3)   We wanted to ride well within our 

capabilities, stopping whenever we felt 
like it to admire the scenery.

(4)   We wanted to arrive at our daily 
destination with enough time and 
energy left to enjoy ourselves and relax 
in the afternoons.

By
Ron Thompson

HERE WAS THE PLAN

That the three Septuagenarian T's (John “the climber” Taylor; Eddie “the Audax man” 
Thomlinson and “Retro” Ron Thompson – combined age 222 years) would undertake a 
seven day unsupported ride from Ceres innie berge in and back.
Day one: Ceres to Houdenbek (56-61km)
The first 36km including Gydo Pass would be tar, the rest gravel.
Day two:  Houdenbek to Nuwerust (50 km)
All gravel, including Blinkberg Pass and Grootrivier Pass.
Day three:  Nuwerust to Wupperthal (43 km)
The entire distance on 4X4 surface.
Day four: Wupperthal to De Pakhuis (48 km)
Gravel, including Kouberg; Hoek se Berg & Oupoort.
Day five: De Pakhuis to Gecko Creek (62 km)
Mostly gravel, except for Pakhuis Pass, which has bits of tar.
Daysix: Gecko Creek to Suikerbossie (78 km)
Mostly gravel, except for Middelberg Pass, which has bits of tar.
Day seven: Suikerbossie back to Ceres. (101 km)
Mostly tar.
Total: a “modest” ±438km. 

When planning for a group, distances must be 
determined by the weakest link.
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(RON'S VERSION OF THE STORY)WHY DON'T YOU
In these little places, we met as many 

Germans, Swedes, Americans and other 
foreigners as we did South Africans. 

Of course they were travelling by car, 
but still...  A current tourist campaign on 
TV is aimed at persuading South Africans 
to see South Africa first. The ads show 
Scandinavians and Japanese – speaking in 
their own language – describing all the 
marvellous things to be seen and done here 
and poses a question to local viewers: Why 
not you too?

The purpose of the Ride Travel-the-
Gravel articles is to encourage the average 
rider to venture out and see more of the 
places less frequented – by bicycle. Our 
publisher reasons: “If Thompson can do it, 
so can any reasonably fit person”. But this 
time Thompson did not do it. Having ridden 
yet another Cycle Tour with no major 
drama, I started the stage to Houdenbek, 
but found that a recurrent knee and hip 
problem did not enjoy the gravel. Ed and 
John also did not enjoy sitting and waiting 
for me on the cold and wet first day, 
when it took me 8 painful hours to reach 
Houdenbek. This was a pain in the butt 
both ways. So it was decided that, whilst I 
limped back to Ceres on the alternate 303 
tar route via Op-die Berg the following day 
and fetched the car, Ed and John would 
press on to overnight at Nuwerust. 

Being fitter than I (and not wanting me 
to take Ed’s new car to Wupperthal) they 
would go on the following day past the 
proposed Wupperthal overnight stop to 
(pre-booked) accommodation at Mertenhof, 
where I would meet up with them, having 
travelled on the N7 to Clanwilliam and 
then over the Pakhuis Pass to the farm. As 
I would now be able to join the trip and so 
also be able to enjoy the places where we 
were to overnight, this somewhat eased the 
disappointment of not being able to ride. 

This also meant that Ed and John could 
dispense with the panniers, since I would 
follow in the car, taking photographs 
along the way. This proved lucky for the 
remaining two T's as further unforeseen 
troubles awaited. On day 2 John suffered a 
puncture in the front wheel. He replaced 
the tube and pumped it up using one of 
those pathetic, pocket-sized pumps. Not 
long thereafter he suffered another flat. 
This proved to be due to a broken off 
valve stem. Every time he replaced a tube 
the same thing happened until, just before 
Wupperthal, they had no more spare tubes. 
Wupperthal to Mertenhof is only 13km, but 
the road down into Wupperthal is so steep 
that John, pushing his bike with the flat 
front wheel, had to hold the brake levers 
flat against the bars to stop the bike from 
running away. 

Wupperthal offers some accommodation 
and these days there is even an info office 
and a coffee shop called “the Lekkerbekkie” 
to service to the needs of the 4X4 tourists 
coming in for velskoene and a look at a 
mission station, virtually unchanged since 
it was established in 1865. Apparently 
the name "Wuppertal" derives from the 
Wupper River in Germany, from where 
two Rhineland missionaries, Theobald 
von Wurmb and Johan Gottlieb Leipoldt 
(grandfather of renowned writer C. Louis 
Leipoldt) departed for the Cape with the 
intention of spreading the Word to the 
indigenous people. \

Our boys sent up a prayer that they 
would find someone willing and able to 
give their bikes and bodies a lift (Mertenhof 
is at the top of the Kouberg Pass) and it 
came to pass, but at a price! Apparently the 
inhabitants were quite capable of estimating 
that the price of “salvation” should rise in 
line with the degree of desperation and the 
lack of alternatives!

I reached Mertenhof at dusk (the sun sinks 
behind the mountains early and rises late 
in the valleys) to find the boys already 
sitting comfortably in the couches of the 
1830 farmhouse parlour gratefully downing 
copious cups of tea. In an area famed as 
the home of Rooibos, I was disappointed 
to see them drinking Ceylon but their 
combined sigh of relief on hearing that I 
had (thoughtfully) brought along spare inner 
tubes could have rustled the roof, had it still 
been thatch. Here, as in most of the other 
places we stayed, guest accommodation 
was outside the main building and we each 
had our own room. On occasions where 
space was limited and/or price dictated, 
John and Eddie shared and I was given the 
single room to myself. The reason for this 
escapes me, as all three of us are becoming 
increasingly hard of hearing, but my solus 
room was designated the “Snoreatorium”. 
Some perceived failings carry benefits. 

On average, evening meals cost R80, 
breakfast R45 and the packed lunches 
R35 (usually consisting of sandwiches, 
fruit, energy bars, and a fruit juice). The 
accommodation varied in price but averaged 
at around R195 per person. That left us with 
an average expenditure per day of around 
R355 x 8 days = R2 840 per person for the 
trip. This obviously excluded such things as 
getting to and from Ceres where we started 
and finished at the convivial Beyershof guest 
house, and petrol for the following car and a 
bit of panel beating after I had to reverse up 
a few too many boulder-bordered roads too 
narrow for a U-turn. 

Now I will let both Eddie and John each 
tell their own version of the actual ride. 
Astute readers will note some differences 
particularly in the distances – most cyclists 
understand that one kilometre has a varying 
length depending on how tired/fit/doped 
you are.

ACCOMMODATION CONTACT RATE ACCOM MEALS TOTAL COST    

Beyerhof  B&B Fritz & Petro Beyer B&B  R205 R 820
  Tell : 023 312 2863   
  Cell: 082 927 6930    

Houdenbek Farm Cottage Sonija vd Merwe   R 1,120
  Tel: 023 317 0759 / 0748   
  Fax: 023 317 0752   

Nuwerust Rest Camp Louise Esterhuisen R 150 x 4 = 600 DBL R165p.p. X 4 =R660 R 1,260
  Tel: 027 482 2813  

Die Palm gastehuis Ingar Valentyn   
(Lekkerbekkie Coffee Shop) Tel:027 492 3410   

De Pakhuis Karen & Thys Kruger   
  Tel: 027 482 1879   
  E-mailthys@depakhuis   

Gecko Creek Linton Pope Tel: 027 482 1300 R180 X 4 = R720 DBL @R135pp.X 4=R540 R 1,260
Wilderness Lodge E-mail info@geckocreek.com  

Suikerbos Jonnie & Karen Hanekom R 192.5 X 4 = R770  
Waterfall Cottage Tel: 022 921 3537   
  suikerb@netactive.co.za
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PASSABLE TRIP A MORE THAN
By Eddie Thomlinson

DAY ONE
Ceres to Houdenbek 

Two kilometres into the ride from Ceres 
to Houdenbek, I discovered I had left my 
camera, cash and cell phone back at the 
B&B, so by the time we summited Gydo I 
had four more kilometres in my legs than 
the others. The Gydo Pass was cold, windy 
and wet in places with plenty of heavy 

traffic. Although it is a well engineered 
road with no really testing gradient I 
arrived at the top with hands that were 
numb; literally, no feeling whatsoever. But 
– and here’s the paradox every genuine 
cyclist will appreciate – I still found it to be 
a most enjoyable start to the forthcoming 
adventure. The rest of the day was spent 
traversing farm roads, and as the weather 
cleared up somewhat, we had splendid 
views of the Loch Lynne Dam and other 
bodies of water, all against a background 
of mountain, clouds and shifting light. The 
region farms pears and apples (then being 
harvested). We also passed through a farm 
with an enormous open barn absolutely 
full of crated onions from floor to roof. I’ve 
never seen so many onions in my life! 

DAY TWO
Houdenbek to Nuwerust 

John and I set off sans Ron… If Ron 
survived the trip back to Ceres, (which 
he did) he would be able to return in 
the car and meet us en route (which he 
thankfully did!) We had a passable day, 
Blinkberg Pass through Mount Ceder, up 
and over Grootrivier Pass to our next stop 
at Nuwerus. These passes, all of them, 
are awesome. After a really long drag up 
there is an equally long swoop down, but 
you can’t fly because keeping the bike 
under the control of the brakes is essential. 
The result is that you don’t get that rest 
interval on the downhills and this is what 
makes mountain biking so energy sapping. 
Between the two passes is Mount Ceder 
where we had a welcome break and 
conversation with some overseas tourists. 
They were amazed (appalled?) to see two 
such ‘ou toppies’ on such a trip. After the 
obligatory posing for photos with them, 
we set off for more riding up and down 
the passes until we arrived at Nuwerus 
about 1:30 p.m. to find to our dismay a 
notice reading “Open at 4.00 p.m.” We sat 
down in the shade, tongues hanging out 
– but not for long. Louise came rushing out 
of her home to tell us that the notice was 
only for trippers and asked what we would 
like. Several beers later we were back to 
normal.

That evening we were invited into 
Louise’s home for a memorable meal 
and an elegant wine. We learned that this 
was the sixth generation of Esterhuisens 
on the farm and that we were quartered 
in the original 18th century farmhouse. 
Nuwerus is now a very popular centre for 
all sorts of outdoor activities, so they were 
fully booked for Easter, expecting some 
300 visitors. Nuwerust is truly an oasis in 
what appears otherwise to be a sparsely 
populated, inhospitable and barren sector.

Gydoberg in the foreground and the more 
distant Waboomberge

Ed setting out from Houdenbek

The road to Nuwerust

Mount Ceder break

The road to Houdenbek
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DAY THREE
Nuwerust to Wupperthal

Fortified by the breakfast equivalent of 
the previous evening’s meal, we resumed 
our journey. Up and over another long, 
unnamed pass to Matjiesrivier followed 
by the climb up Trek Kloof and on to 
the 4X4 track. Here John had his first 
puncture of what was going to be a series 
– culminating in what could have been a 
very awkward situation later on. The road 
surface was challenging but the scenery 
more than compensated. The eastern 
side of the Wolfberg, Tafelberg and Spout, 
Gabriel’s Pass and the Langkloof reminded 
me of my rock climbing and mountaineering 
days. Eventually we arrived at the village 
of Eselbank. My bottles were empty and 
I asked at a cottage if they could be filled. 
Not only were they filled but the lady of the 
house brought out a large glass of ice cold, 
crystal clear water which was ambrosia to 
my parched throat. 

On then, over the Eselbank Pass and 
down the other side where John had his 
second puncture. By then he wanted to 
borrow a tube from me. After ascertaining 
beyond any doubt that there was no breach 
in the casing, no protruding spokes in the 
rim and no evidence of a leak in the tube, 
the new tube was inserted, pumped up 
and off we set again – for all of 200 metres! 
Flat again. We were on the pass down into 
Wupperthal, which was precipitous and 
loose. John elected to walk down, while I 
stayed on the bike and literally descended 
with both brakes fully on, barely able to stay 
upright. At the bottom we had another look 
at his wheel. On a hunch I checked the base 
of the valve. It had breached at the rim valve 
hole. To obviate a repetition of the problem, 
we put a patch under the rim tape over the 
hole, made a hole in the patch, pushed the 
valve of our remaining spare tube through, 
and pumped it up. This was amazingly, 
spectacularly and manifestly unsuccessful as 
John was back on the rim 200 metres later! 
An attempt, which I considered doomed to 
failure, in spite of John’s optimism, to repair 
the base of the valve cost us an hour. There 
are no bike shops in Wupperthal, but there 
are bakkies! Mertenhof was still 17km away. 
After some haggling, during which we 
had no cards to play, we secured a lift to 
Mertenhof. 

Passing Tafelberg/Eselbank.

The road surface (designated 4x4 only)

Die Engelsman se graf

Over the Pakhuis looking down into the valley

After Clanwilliam now on sand towards the 
Pakhuisberge

Over the Kouberg Pass, down the other 
side to the Biedouw Valley and Mertenhof 
– the driver steering one-hand-on-the- 
wheel, with total insouciance, over loose 
gravel. The price was justified and the 
journey completed: we were shaken and 
stirred!  Ron arrived shortly afterwards 
with (would you believe it?) his spare inner 
tubes. Minor surgery on the faulty rim 
– involving elastoplast and filing (the inner 
and outer holes were mis-aligned and 
had burrs on the edges) finally solved the 
puncture problem. 

The Mertenhof farmhouse was built 
in 1830. We had our evening meal and 
breakfast there, with smoked salmon 
in addition to the inevitable huge eggs, 
bacon, tomato and toast served by all the 
places we stayed. Our host family, the 
Lubbes, have farmed in the area for seven 
generations.

The price was justified and the journey completed: 
we were shaken and stirred! 
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DAY FOUR
Mertenhof to De Pakhuis...

Day Four was a short one to De Pakhuis 
B&B over the spectacular Hoek se Berg 
Pass overlooking the Biedouw Valley and 
Berge. We passed the sad and lonely 
“Englishman’s Grave” – the final resting 
place of an Anglo Boer War casualty: 
a poignant reminder of man’s insanity. 
The remaining few kilometres to our 
destination provided the most unpleasant 
surface of the entire trip. Although flat, 
the surface was a conglomeration of 
corrugations, thick loose gravel and sand. 
My thoughts were on those adventurers 
undertaking real epics (around the world 
on a pennyfarthing, cycling around Africa
etc.) where they would spend days 
coping with these conditions, and worse, 
and worser! 

DAY FIVE 
De Pakhuis to Gecko Creek

After breakfast on the stoep we 
immediately faced the Pakhuis Pass, 
which rises from some 500m to over 
900m in the space of some 5km. This 
pass has a tarred surface for much of 
the length, which, by contrast, made for 
sheer biking pleasure. There are plans, 
I believe, to tar the whole route from 
Clanwilliam to Wupperthal which will 
make it much easier for tourists – and as 
such, incredibly less exciting! On the way 
to Clanwilliam, we passed the grave of 
C. Louis Leipoldt – this time lonely but 
not sad – set under an overhang close to 
the road and surrounded by trees. The 
swoop into Clanwilliam was pay-back 
for all the toil and sweat. The hustle and 

bustle of a Saturday morning shopping 
in Clanwilliam (though small by big city 
standards) came as something of a shock 
after the previous days of comparative 
isolation from humanity en masse. 
Imagine our excitement at finding a bits-
of-all-sorts bike shop, with inner tubes! 
Almost as good as Nancy’s Tea Shop with 
Lemon Meringue Pie… 

The not well-signposted gravel road 
out of town followed the eastern side of 
the Clanwilliam Dam, rising and falling 
as roads next to dams and lakes tend to, 
and revealing superb views on the way. 
Some 25km after Clanwilliam the road 
turns off in an easterly direction towards 
Niewoudt’s Pass and back into the 
Cederberg. Our next stopover, Gecko 
Creek was 3km up this road, through a 
gate and then… perpendicularly straight 
up into the sky for some 4km. I hoofed 
and pushed because there was no way 
I was going to cycle up this monstrosity 
and later that ‘angel of the mountains’ 
John, confessed that he had actually 
walked up some of this verticularity 
himself. Mind you, he blushed as he 
admitted it! 

In a sorry state I was recuperating 
under the shade of a miniscule bush, (no 
trees there) when a car came down, 
picked me up, and transported me to 
the lodge. In the car it seemed to be 
only about a kilometre to the lodge and I 
could not help wondering why they had 
waited until I had nearly arrived before 
rescuing me? Apparently John, on arrival 
had said to Ron: “You’d better go and 
fetch Ed before he loses his sense of 
humour!” It took about five minutes with 
my head under a cold tap and three beers 
before my equilibrium and humour were 
restored.

At the top of Hoek se Berg

Entrance to Gecko Creek and the start of “the 
sting in the tail”

Ed and John on Hoek-se-berg Pass

Breakfast on the stoep of De Pakhuis
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DAY SEVEN
Suikerbossie to Ceres

A kilometre after joining the main 
road we were back on the tar and 
from then on it was a steady but 
gradual climb through the valley 
between the Koue Bokkeveld and the 
Kouebokkeveldberge, past Op-die-
Berg to the top of the Gydo Pass on 
the Skurweberge. Here we lost all 
the height we had gained, willingly, 
on an exhilarating swoop down to 
Prince Alfred Hamlet and thence on 
to Ceres! 

This may not have been a purist’s 
ideal of an unsupported off-road 
trip, but it was quite enough of an 
adventure. Apparently John is already 
planning his next Travel the Gravel 
trip… on a tandem, with his wife, 
Chris! My only real disappointment 
was that, after many years climbing 
and exploring the Cederberg 
and desiring all the while to visit 
Wupperthal, events conspired for this 
to be “so near and yet so far”, which 
means I must return.

Low level bridge over the Olifants River

DAY SIX
Gecko Creek to Suikerbossie

On the way to Citrusdal John suffered 
another puncture but the minor 
surgery had remained effective. The 
thorns were removed, the tube 
replaced and we were on our way 
again. A steady up and down terrain 
on a reasonable country road surface 
brought us to Citrusdal around 
9am. Then it was off and up the 
Middelberg Pass. Seven kilometres 
of tar followed by eleven kilometres 
of very indifferently surfaced gravel 
brought us up a climb of some 900m 
which made for really tough going. 
But, once again, the views and scenery 
were breathtaking and provided 
adequate compensation for the effort. 
An exhilarating swoop down the other 
side for 10km brought us to the turn- 
off to Suikerbossie, our last stopover 
before Ceres. Four kilometres of 
fairly flat but sandy road brought us 
to the home and hospitality of Jonnie 
and Karen Hanekom. Here we were 
treated as members of the family, 
sitting down with them in their home 
for a super supper (with wine) and 
the next day, breakfast. Their home 
is situated on the western edge of 
the Suurvlakte and offers much in the 
way of camping, walking, climbing, 
swimming in river pools, mountain 
biking or simply soaking up the 
atmosphere.

View from the Middelberg Pass

The road out from Suikerbossie with the 
Suurvlakte Ridge in the background

To the tune of “Suikerbos ek wil you hê” – John 
on the road thenceTwo Ts at the top of the Middel

Switching to slicks for the 
fast finish on tar to Ceres

The rock pool and waterfall at Suikerbossie
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High points for me
Arriving at an overnight stop to find two 
pretty girls willing to jump into their car, 
equipped with bike rack, to go and rescue 
a grumpy old man who had punctured 8km 
from the destination and who resolutely 
refused to ride any further.

The complete absence of traffic for 
several days, and… virtually no people!! 

Low points 
Were there any? Perhaps a few short 
sections of corrugations on some of the 
more heavily trafficked roads. 
I wouldn't recommend Houdenbek as an 
overnight stop.

Best scenery 
As someone who had never cycled in the 
Cederberg before, I found it all spectacular, 
but there was a stretch of fynbos near 
Houdenbek that was particularly rewarding 
in its variety and colour.

Best meals
Apart from our first stop all the meals were 
excellent but supper at Nuwerust was 
particularly memorable – a simple Boerekos 
dinner of roast leg of mutton flavoured with 
sage, rosemary and coriander, soft boiled 
rice, roast potatoes, stewed green beans, 
roasted pumpkin and beetroot salad with 
a selection of jams, followed by stewed 
peaches and custard. Real farm food at it's 
very, very best.

In general. farm hospitality has to be 
experienced to be believed. B&B is the way 
to go and, if you can get the farmer's wife 
to cook supper, then you really do have 
the best of both worlds – wonderful scenic 
cycling and fantastic food.

Best stop
If you like silence and the majesty of 
mountains then there was nothing to 
compare with Gecko Creek for isolation, 
hospitality and a variety of accommodation 
ranging from well-equipped chalets to "bring 
your own tent and camp on the grass". The 
stars at night seemed closer and brighter 
there than anywhere else.

Road conditions
This was my first real ride on a mountain 
bike, I found most of the roads described as 
4X4 tracks very rideable and was only once 
forced to walk when I hit a patch of very 
deep sand, but this was probably due to lack 
of skill more than anything else. 
The gravel mountain passes were several 
kilometres in length, with the steepest 
sections at the top being around 20% on 
one occasion. This necessitated using my 
bottom gear of 26X32 (without panniers). 
Bear in mind that I had romped up the 
tarred Gydo Pass with fully loaded panniers 
on my middle blade of 36X28.

COMMENTSCEDERBERG
from John Taylor

General advice
Take a pump that works. I was sold a 
trendy mini-pump when I bought the 
bike. It proved completely incapable 
of pumping up my tyre after a thorn 
punctured it 20km from Wupperthal. 
I was only ever able to partially inflate 
my new tube and hence on my arrival 
at the top of the Eselbank Pass, I had 
torn the valves out of all my spares and 
those that Ed had reluctantly given me. 
This left me to walk down the pass into 
Wupperthal where I had to hand over 
handfuls of cash to get a young man to 
drive us 25km to the next stop in his 
bakkie. Subsequently I've been advised to 
take "bombs and slime" which to an out 
and out roadie sounds quite disgusting, 
but I'm willing to learn. Anything beats 
walking!
Incidentally, though this pass into 
Wupperthal had been concreted for most 
of the descent, it was so steep that I had 
to use both front and back brakes to 
stop the bike running away from me as I 
pushed it.

Desperately trying to replace a missing front brake 
block with a bit of Graca cork found in a litter bin.


